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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: A. installed  B.shared  C.offered  D. watched 

Question 2. A. grandparent   B. newspapers  C. chat   D. magazines  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3.  A.decide   B. product  C.release  D. protect  

Question 4. A rename  B. problem  C.combine   D. connect 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 5: The harder you study for this test, the well you will do. 

A. harder    B. for  C. this D. well 

Question  6:  We believe that the conservation and preservation of natural resources and habitats should 

be part of technology and economic development. 

A. conservation    B. preservation  C. natural D. technology 

Question 7. Most people rely heavily  in the mass media as their main source of information 

A.in     B. main  C.as   D.most people 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

Question  8 : Many Internet users delete their social accounts because of _________. 

A. cyberbullying             B. social networking  

C. the mass media     D. instant messaging 

Question  9 : Some of the ________ schools have also decided to use green cleaning products. 

A. participate      B. participating   

C. participation     D. participant 

Question 10: Some people still think that our natural resources can never be __________. 

A. depletion       B. depletive C. depleted D. deplete 

Question  11: Scientists are becoming more and more concerned about how to _________of waste safely. 

A.make           B. dispose   C.give   D.take 

Question  12: ______ we all adopt a green lifestyle, we will help conserve our natural resources. 

A.If    B.So   C.because  D.but 

Question  13 : Germs can cause infections in parts of our body _____ can make us feel unwell. 

A.so    B.and   C.because  D.but 

Question 14: Last week we carried ______ a survey on social networking. 

A. at    B. out   C. into   D. with 

Question  15 :While I was going  to work this morning, I ____ an old friend. 

A.  meet   B. have met  C.  was meeting D. met 

Question  16 : I saw Tom when he ______ a bike. 

A. has driven   B. is driving  C. was driving  D. has been living 

Question  17: It is recommended that he ___________ his course. 

A. taking    B. take  C. takes D. took 

Question  18: After the students___________ out a survey on the use of the Internet and analysed the 

related data, they began drawing their charts. 

A. had carried    B.  carried  C. have carried D. carry 
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Question  19 : My father's cooking is getting ______ as the years go by. 

A.good and good  B.good and better C.better and better D.best and better 

Question  20: How long ________at the airport ? Three hours up to now 

A. have you been waiting  B. did you wait  

C.do you wait    D. you waited 

Question  21: ______2003 they have visited their son every year. 

A. For     B. Since   C. At   D. In 

Question  22 : I had edited all my videos from my holiday before I ……………….them to my blog. 

A. uploaded  B. had uploaded C. has uploaded   D. was uploading 

Question  23 : The ___________ the speech, the ____________ the people got. 

 A. longer; more tired   B. longest; more tired   C. long; most tired   D. longest; most tired. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each of 

the following exchanges 

Question 24. Ann: Do you have any accounts on Facebook or Twitter, Ninh? 

                      Ninh :  Yes, but______________ 

A. Oh, really? How come?                 B. Why don't you open a new one? 

C. Er... Most of my day!         D. I closed it already 

Question 25.Maria: “I’m taking my end-of-term examination tomorrow.”   

- Sarah: “…………………!” 

 A. Good luck            B. Good day                       C. Good time                           D. Good chance 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 26: It is hard to maintain their cultural identity if teenagers migrate to another country at 

their  young age. 

A. preserve B. lose C. emerge D. invade 

Question 27: These days, people tend to download music from online websites rather than to buy 

music CDs from shops. 

A. offer B. unload C. upload D. provide 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in 

meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 

Question 28:The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) was 

established in 1946. 

A. set up B. found out C. run through D. put away 

Question 29: Educators are complaining that students rely on social media so much that they lose the ability 

to think critically. 

A. insist on B. depend on C. appear on D. decide on 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks.  

Until recently, mass media forms were classified (30)_____ six categories according to the sequence of their 

advent: print, recordings, cinema, radio, television and the Internet. Each form has (31)_____ own 

characteristic content types, creative artists and business models. In the early 21st century, with the 

explosion of mobile (32)________ technology, the mobile phone emerged as (33)_____ new and unique 

media channel. Video (34)_____  computer games have also developed into a mass media form. 

Question  30: A. at    B. on  C. into  D. with 

Question  31: A. its    B. their C. your D. his 

Question  32: A. communicate  B. communicated 

                   C. communicative  D. communication 

Question  33: A. an    B. a  C. the  D.  Ø 

Question  34: A. but    B. so  C. and  D.  which 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions.  
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FOOD FIRSTS 

How much do you know about the history of some of your favorite foods? Do you know when people in 

England started cooking curry dishes? Do you know in which country pizzas or hamburgers were first made? 

The facts might surprise you. 

Many people think the English found out about curry from people in India in the 1600s. In reality, wealthy 

English people were eating dishes made with curry spices hundreds of years before British ships traveled to 

India. Cooks of wealthy English families during the time of King Richard I were making curry dishes, and in 

fact, the word "curry" can be found in an English language cookbook as far back as 1377. 

As for pizza, this dish was probably first made in Persia (what is now Iran). The Persians were eating round, 

flat bread with cheese in the 500s. That was nearly 1,000 years before pizza caught on in Naples, Italy! 

Finally, lets look at the truth behind hamburgers. Many people think hamburgers are an American food. 

However, according to some stories, hamburgers came from Hamburg, Germany. A German named Otto 

Kuasw created the first hamburger in 1891. Four years later, German sailors introduced hamburgers to 

Americans. 

Where foods come from isn’t nearly as important as how they taste; as long as they are delicious! So, go 

get some of your favorite food and dig in. 

 

Question 35:  What is the main idea of this reading? 

A. There are many foods that help your body. B. Curry was created in England. 

C. People created fast food long ago. D. Some facts about foods are surprising. 

Question 36:  Which is probably true about British curry dishes in the 1400s? 

A. The spices cost a lot. B. British sailors first made curry. 

C. People ate curry on special days. D. The dishes did not have meat. 

Question 37:  What did people in Naples learn from Persians? 

A. How to make flat bread B. How to use spices from Iran 

C. How to make pizza D. How to cook cheese 

Question 38:  Who introduced hamburgers to America? 

A. German sailors B. Italians C. Persians D. Otto Kuasw 

Question 39:  Which food was probably made first? 

A. Italian pizza B. Cheesy Persian bread C. Hamburgers D. English curry 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions.  

BRAZILIAN SAMBA! 

Samba is one of Brazil’s most popular music and dance styles. In many ways, it is a symbol of the country 

itself. In the words of one of modern samba’s main artists, Seu Jorge, “Samba is our truth, our peculiarity... 

and our flag.” When people today hear the word samba, they often think of the festival of Carnaval and the 

city of Rio de Janeiro. But there are many different types of samba, and these styles differ throughout Brazil. 

Samba Reggae 

Today, one of the most popular types of samba comes from Bahia, a state in the eastern part of the country. 

It’s called samba reggae. From the 16th to 18th centuries, over three million Africans were brought to Brazil 

to work as slaves. Today in Bahia, 80 percent of the population is black. 

Samba from this region of Brazil is heavily influenced by African rhythms. Modern samba reggae is a 

mix of Rio samba, African drumbeats, and Jamaican reggae. It is a bit slower than Rio samba, and is usually 

performed in large groups— sometimes with over 200 drums playing at one time! 

Bahia’s most famous drumming group is Olodum. Many say the group invented the samba reggae sound. 

But Olodum is not only a musical group. Its members have also created local organizations to help young 

people and the poor. Every year in the city of Salvador in Bahia, the lively sounds of samba reggae fill the 

streets during Carnaval—one of the world’s greatest parties. 

Question 40:  What is the main idea of this reading? 

A. Samba reggae is an important type of music in Brazil 

B. Rio samba is very popular in the world 

C. Samba is a type of African music 
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D. The Rio Carnaval is the most important festival in Brazil 

Question 41:  Samba reggae _________. 

A. started in Jamaica B. is the most popular in Rio de Janeiro 

C. is faster and more energetic than Rio samba D. is a mix of different kinds of music 

Question 42:  The word ‘it’ refers to _________. 

A. Rio samba B. Samba reggae C. African music D. Jamaica reggae 

Question 43:  The word ‘invented’ is closest in meaning to ________. 

A. found out B. created C. discovered D. known 

Question 44:  According to the passage, all of the following statements are true, EXCEPT _________. 

A. Samba reggae comes from the southern part of Brazil 

B. In samba reggae, large numbers of drums are played together 

C. Olodum’s members have started local organizations to help the poor 

D. Olodum is said to have invented samba reggae sound---------------------------------------------- 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions  

Question  45: He started living here three years ago.  

A. He lived here three years ago.  B. He has lived here for three years.  

C. He had been living here for three years.  D. He had lived here three years ago.  

Question  46. When did  you learn spanish? 

A. How long is it since  you learn spanish?  B. How long have you learned spanish? 

C. How long  did it since  you learn spanish  D. How long was it since  you learn spanish 

Question  47: In the middle of  my break, my mother called. 

A.When I was taking break, my mother called. 

B.When I took break, my mother called. 

C.When I have taken break, my mother called. 

D.When I was taking break, my mother was calling 

Question  48: He got a job. Then he started his own business. 

A. He had already got a job after he started his own business    

B. He had already got a job before he started his own business 

C. Before he had already got a job, he started his own business   

D. Before he got a job, he had started his own business 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions 

Question  49: He practises English  much. He  can speaks it more fluently. 

A.The more he practises English, the more he can speak it fluently  

B.The most he practises English, the more he can speak it fluently  

C.The more he practises English, the more fluently he can speak it.  

D.The more he practises English, the fluently  he can speak it . 

Question  50: We should all go green by practising the 3Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle. This is always 

encouraged by environmentalists. 

A. We should all go green by practising the 3Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle, which is always encouraged by 

environmentalists. 

B. We should all go green by practising the 3Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle which is always encouraged by 

environmentalists. 

C. We should all go green by practising the 3Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle, because which is always 

encouraged by environmentalists. 

D. We should all go green by practising the 3Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle when this is always encouraged 

by environmentalists. 

                                                    

                                                 _______________THE END______________ 


